
AMAHOF Presidents report 2020

This year saw the election of three new committee members. Myself as President, Anthony 
Hockley as Vice President and Steve Weston as Secretary. Our Treasurer Kevin Prime agreed 
to continue in his role to provide continuity in the Executive roles. I shall look forward to 
serving on this committee and to guide AMAHOF forward in the coming years.
 
As Event director for the 2019 Event in Canberra I highlighted an issue at the 2019 AGM 
regarding the ticket order and payment process and suggested a solution for the Perth 
event.  I proposed an online system where ticket and membership orders can be placed with 
immediate payment. The same as we are so familiar with these days in online shopping 
systems. My first task in 2020 was to establish a booking system for Perth. To achieve this 
end, I chose the EventBrite system. They are local providers and their service could send 
instant reports of sales with fortnightly summaries capturing names and contact details of 
every transaction and send it all instantly to the committee and event directors. The page 
went live, and we saw two transactions executed seamlessly. And then the wheels of 2020 
came to a grind halt with the Covid-19 Pandemic.

As we watched the situation unfold, the predictions from health authorities of when things 
might return to normal began to push past our August event date. Together with the 
looming threat of a national lockdown, it was quite apparent that holding any event this 
year became untenable. With a heavy heart the executive committee, directors and I 
decided that we had to cancel AMAHOF 2020 in Perth. It became just another statistic in the 
burgeoning list of cancellations nationwide. 

Even as I write this report, many of the state borders including Western Australia have not 
yet reopened to general travel. Instead one would be required to submit to a 2 week 
quarantine at one’s own expense if you cross a border and then the same on return.

While we continue to prepare for AMAHOF 2021 in Sydney, there is still a lingering doubt in 
my mind that even this may be hijacked by the pandemic. As we saw from the recent 
Melbourne and Victoria experience at how quickly Covid can strike, and the reaction the 
Government was forced to take in a bid to contain the virus, we must heed the warning that 
what might be normal today may spiral out of control in a very short space of time. Looking 
outside Australia at this very moment we are seeing large numbers of Covid cases again on 
the increase in Europe and the USA.

For the for the next couple of years AMAHOF may well need to change modality of its 
service delivery to the Martial Arts Industry here in Australia. Until a successful vaccine and 
heard immunity renders control of the virus to a point where our authorities feel sufficiently 
comfortable to relinquish many or all restrictions, our operating model will need to be very 
flexible and capable to adapt to a very fast change in our environment.    

I sincerely hope that next year we can honour our inductees patiently waiting in the wings 
for their moment of fame on our stage with a celebration of their achievements in our usual 
way, and if we as a nation continue to stay ahead of the coronavirus I’d expect that 
AMAHOF can do so.



However, we must face the reality that we are in uncharted waters. How AMAHOF can best 
deliver its commitments during these uncertain times will be challenging. I remain open 
minded to suggestions that can ameliorate the risk of committing to one big event. Perhaps 
several smaller events closer to inductees’ home towns or do we go digital with a video 
conference or even a mixture of all of the above? In whatever form it takes, I trust we can 
work towards our goals as a united team and deliver memorable experiences in honouring 
our Martial Arts colleagues. 

Finally, I would like to thank my committee and directors for their contributions and support 
this year, the previous committee members for their help and guidance, to all the members 
for their ongoing support and I wish all inductees and their families a safe and healthy year, 
and I shall look forward to renewing our fellowship in Sydney in 2021.
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